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DREAMS ARE LIKE WILD TIGERS 
by Lars Montag 

 
Germany, 2021 
Original Titel: Träume sind wie wilde Tiger 
Length: 95 min. 
Director: Lars Montag 
Producer: Clemens Schaeffer, Alexander Thies, Lars Montag 
Screenplay: Sathyan Ramesh, Ellen Schmidt, Lars Montag, Murmel Clausen 
DoP: Sonja Rom 
Editor: David J. Achilles 
Sound: Erik Mischijew (Sounddesign), Olaf Mehl (Mischung), Johannes Hampel (O-Ton) 
Music: Johannes Repka 
Songs: Peter Plate, Ulf Leo Sommer (Filmsongs) 
Production design: Andreas C. Schmid 
Costume design: Nadine Kremeier 
Production company: NFP neue film production GmbH 
Co- producers: KiKA/ MDR, RBB; NDR 
German Distributor: Wild Bunch Germany GmbH 
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Cast: Shan Robitzky (Ranji Ram) , Annlis Krischke (Toni Nachtmann), Sushila Sara Mai (Kalinda Ram), 
Murali Perumal (Sunil Ram), Simon Schwarz (Frank Nachtmann), Anne Ratte-Polle (Janette Nachtmann), 
Irshad Panjatan (Daada Ram), Nina Petri (Patricia), Herbert Knaup (Herr Schröbler), Claude Heinrich 
(Marvin), Noah Lakmes (Justin), Emil Maschek (Tung), Terence Lewis (Amir Roshan) 

 
 

Topics: Friendship, Migration, “Bollywood”*, Racism, Stereotype, Filmmaking, Follow your dreams, Family 
 
 

Disclaimer: The term “Bollywood“ is a combination of Bombay and Hollywood. It is rejected by many Indian 
filmmakers, since it suggests a comparison to western film studios. It is therefore put in quotes. Hindi film production, 
which is mostly concentrated in Mumbai, belongs to the largest film industries in the world. 

 
PLOT 

 
For twelve-year-old Ranji from Mumbai, “Bollywood” is the greatest: The colourful films of the Indian film 
industry with their infectious songs and dance choreography make him happy - like millions of other 
compatriots. He wants nothing more than to stand in front of the camera with his declared hero, the 
Indian superstar Amir Roshan. But his great longing moves into an unreachable distance when his 
parents reveal their plans to emigrate to distant Germany. Only the hope of attending a casting for Amir 
Roshan's new film keeps him going - even if it takes place in his old homeland, India. Ranji must fight for 
his dreams because they won't come true on their own. In Germay the girl next door, Toni, turns out to be 
an unexpected ally for Ranji. With courage and combined forces, the two set out to make their dreams 
come true - and in doing so find true friendship. 

 

Ranji (Shan Robitzky) dancing with is idol Amir Roshan (Terence Lewis). 
© 2021 Wild Bunch Germany / NFP neue film produktion 
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MAIN CHARACTERS 
 

Ranji Ram 

Ranji: „You are as romantic as “Bollywood“! 
Toni: ,,I am going to romantically kick your butt!“. 

Ranji is the leading part of Dreams Are Like Wild Tigers. He is the hero of the story and directly addresses 
the audience in the beginning and the end of the film. He introduces us to India, his family and the 
“Bollywood” dance style. 

Ranji is a kind, smart and creative boy, who has a very close relationship with his grandfather Dadaa 
and is a big fan of Amir Roshan, a famous “Bollywood“ star. His big dream is to get a role in one of Amir’s 
movies one day. He speaks perfect German and is not happy about leaving Mumbai and his 
grandfather. Like his grandfather, Ranji is a dreamer, who is led by seemingly unrealistic ambitions, which 
causes conflicts with his rational minded father. 

In „Bollywood-like“ film sequences, Ranji gives us an insight into his thoughts and motivations. He is 
portrayed by young actor Shan Robithky, who also performs all the featured songs himself. He was born 
in 2006 and likes Hip Hop and Breakdance. 

 
Toni Nachtmann 
Toni is the strong, witty and angry girl next door. In the beginning of the story she is co-leader of a clique 
and harasses Ranji in school with her mates. On her first appearance she tries to blow off steam by 
swinging wildly across her room, while Ranji is watching through a hole in the wall. Her father is an 
instrument maker and a dreamer, recently seperated from his wife, who is a nurse. It is Toni’s dream to 
rekindle her parents’ love by sending them on a journey to Rome, the place where they fell in love. For 
this, she is in desperate need of money, which she intends to obtain by selling Ranji’s cellphone, deleting 
all photos and his first audition video in the process. She goes through big changes over the course of 
the film. After she stands up for Ranji during a ticket inspection on the bus, the two slowly become closer 
and closer. Finally, she decides to support Ranji in making a new audition video and turns her back on 
Marvin, the leader of her old clique. She even joins Ranji on his trip to India. „I love adventure!“ In the end, 
they become close friends, despite the betrayal of trust by stealing Ranji’s cellphone. Toni also 
encourages her father to be more responsible, which in the end leads to her parents finding each other 
again. 

She is portrayed by German actress Annlis Krischke. 
 
Grandpa Dadaa 
„Ideas are just like farts. They have to get out.“ 
Dadaa is a big supporter of Ranji and all his creative endeavours. He lived in Germany, where he 
became famous for his role in a western parody called: Der Schuh des Manitu (Manitou’s shoe). This story 
is based on Irshad Panjatan’s life, the actor portraying Dadaa. He is an Indian-German actor and mime, 
who starred as chief „Listiger Lurch“ (wily amphibian) in the film mentioned above. 

 
 

 

© 2021 Wild Bunch Germany / NFP 
neue film produktion 

© 2021 Wild Bunch Germany / NFP 
neue film produktion 

© 2021 Wild Bunch Germany / NFP 
neue film produktion 
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THEMES 
 

Certain images do not only determine how we feel about others, but also how we feel about ourselves. And «the 
important point is that stereotypes refer as much to what is imagined in fantasy as to what is perceived as ‚real‘»*. 

*Stuart Hall in “The Spectacle of the 'Other.” in Representation: Cultural 
Representations and Signifying Practices, edited by Stuart Hall, 263 

 

Culture-Clash 
 

Dreams Are Like Wild Tigers is a movie in which the Indian and German ways of life collide with each 
other. It can therefore be considered as a Culture-Clash-Comedy, a genre, that is, as the name suggests, 
full of situational comedy caused by the clash of different cultures. In such films, the main character 
usually finds himself in an unfamiliar environment. Culture-Clash- Comedies deal with differences in 
everyday life, customs, and traditions. When well made, stereotypes and clichés are not only addressed, 
but challenged and dismantled. 

A clash also occurs between two ways of viewing the world. On one side we have Ranji, his grandpa 
Daada and Frank the instrument-maker. They are dreamy, fanciful thinkers, who are confronted with the 
mathematical, logical, rational character of Sunil, Ranji’s father, on the other side. 

 
 

Kalinda (Sushila Sara Mai), Sunil (Murali Perumal) and Ranji (Shan Robitzky) finally arriving in Germany. 
© 2021 Wild Bunch Germany / NFP neue film produktion 
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Integration and racism 
 

Ranji and his family move from India to Germany, because Ranji’s father starts a well-paid job as a 
mathematician. 

Upon arrival the family is subjected, not only to the landlord’s racist remarks and jokes, but also to 
exoticism, shown by the neighbour’s pseudo-spiritual journey. 

The parent's aim is a quick integration, so they respond with puns and wit to all kinds of unfriendliness. 
Ranji is also exposed to racist behaviour by his classmates. He himself mostly ignores the incidents, tries 
to find new friends and puts all his focus on his dream: getting a role in the film of his idol, Amir Roshan. 

The word “Integration” is repeatedly used in different contexts, like a magic formula for the good German 
life. 

• What scene makes this evident? 
 

Airplane scene: Roberto Blanko (famous actor and singer, with Afro-Cuban heritage) talks to the Ram family 
about how Integration works and that they should avoid mentioning the better quality of life in Germany, 
because the Germans might feel threatened by that. He gives the following advice: “Do as the Germans do but 
stay true to who you are.” 

 
 

Excerpt from the brochure: Perspectives on Racism in film 
by Dina Yanni, for the Austrian Film Institute. Translated by the Austrian Film Academy: 

Films are means of communication, and communication is always related to power. Regardless of this, we are used 
to watching films passively, with an uncritical eye – just to be entertained. That is why movies can be so powerful. 
They trigger feelings, desires and fears in us. Through this process we can absorb information and gather 
knowledge. 

Whether we are aware of it or not, the characters on screen, who we admire or despise, who make us laugh and 
cry, who we feel close to or alienated from, influence our lives in many ways. They help us finding ourselves, who we 
are, who we want to be and how we view the world. 
[...] “If she can see it, she can be it“, is the name of a campaign by the Geena Davis Media Institute. It highlights the 
connection between the existence of medial imagery and identity development: Whoever is typically portrayed 
positively in movies can assume an entirely different role in society, than the stereotypical sidekick character in a 
supporting role, who usually is not presented in the best possible light. Sometimes, structural inequalities could not 
even be able to establish themselves without the spread of stereotypical images/ideas and treating those as facts. 

Complete text (in German) is available here: 
https://filminstitut.at/news/perspektiven-auf-rassismus-im-film 

 
 

Questions on stereotypes and racism: 
 

• What critical stereotypes in the characters of Dreams Are Like Wild Tigers can you name? What 
makes them critical? 
As an example: How do you feel about the way Sunil and Kalinda are portrayed? 

• Can you see racially motivated characters? 

• What behaviours/statements from them stuck out? 

• Why do they behave the way they do? 
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Examples of different form of racism: 
The landlord/custodian Mr Schröbler is making racist remarks and is implementing particularly strict 
house rules for the Ram family. He uses deeply offensive terms, calling Ranji “a little Osama Bin Laden” 
and a “suicide bomber”. 

• How does the family respond? 
 
 

Patricia, the friendly neighbour, celebrates Indian culture (including using the Bindi) as her lifestyle and, 
by doing so embarks on a pseudo-spiritual quest. She tries to be more Indian than the Ram family which 
is a form of exotism and cultural appropriation. 

 
 

Marvin is a classmate of Toni and Ranji who uses racism as a tool to bully in school. Which scenes can 
you think of? 

• How do Ranji and Toni react? 
 
 

Toni turns her back on Marvin’s clique and confronts him. 

Ranji counters verbally, runs away from the clique, tries to talk to his father about it, also has certain 
creative coping-strategies, e.g. the shampoo song – he can’t be discouraged. 

 
 

Marvin: “My father thinks we got carried away with all this inclusion!” 
Ranji: “Don’t you mean integration? It would only be Inclusion if I was in a wheelchair.” 
Marvin: ”I’m going to put you in a wheelchair, you wannabe-fakir.” 

 
• How do other characters that are subjected to racism and discrimination react in the film? 

E.g., the Ram family: turning a blind eye, politeness, after a while giving the finger, and direct 
confrontation. 

• IThe shampoo song – here, he uses common German words that originate from India (Hindi). As 
his teacher introduces him in school, she names those words, resulting in the students calling 
Ranji Shampoo. He later utilizes the word in his song which the whole cast dances to in the final 
scene. 

• Does the film provide any answers regarding discrimination and racism? 

• What do we learn in the course of the film? 

• How can we, as a society, counteract racism? 

• What can we do whenever we are confronted with racism? 

• What can we do if we notice racist/discriminatory thoughts/actions in ourselves? 

• Is there an institution in your country where you can get help and support if you fall victim to 
racism or any other kind of discrimination? 

 
 

Dear film educators: please have some additional information prepared in case you need it during the 
YAA. 
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”Bollywood” Dance 
 

The emotional “Bollywood” films with their musical and dancing scenes are produced by the world’s 
largest film industry in Mumbai. Starting in the 1960’s and 1970’s “Bollywood” films enjoy great popularity 
in India. The films are generally happy and emotional and their main topic is usually love. Especially 
typical of the genre are the vivacious and sensual singing and dancing passages. In the last few 
decades “Bollywood” films have become world famous. In Europe, too, the colourful and touching films 
with their melodious and rhythmical dance scenes have become more and more popular. The 
“Bollywood” choreographies combine classical and contemporary Indian Dance, folklore and western 
dance styles. 

 
 
 

Ranji (Shan Robitzky) dream of dancing in big Bollywood film production. 
© 2021 Wild Bunch Germany / NFP neue film produktion 

 
 

Questions about the plot 
 

• What is Toni’s/Ranji’s big dream? 

• What is she/he willing to do to accomplish it? 
 
 

• What are the two contrasting ways of life that we can see in the film? 

- Outlook 1: rational, mathematical. 

- Outlook 2: fanciful, dreamy. 
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• Which characters make them apparent? 

• Compare the father figures in the film! 

• Sunil Ram and Frank Nachtmann, who represents which way of life? 

• What conflicts arise out of these fundamentally different ways of living? 

• In which scenes do these conflicts become apparent? 
 
 

E.g.: Ranji and Sunil’s talk about the chances of getting cast in Amir’s video, using the rice grain metaphor, 
or when Sunil says that life is just like mathematics. The differences between Dadaa’s and Sunil’s lifestyle 
are also quite evident. 

Also as Frank explains Toni that if you don’t get paid for something, it’s not actually a job, an argument 
also provided by Janette, when she accuses Frank to only care about his dreams, making her the sole 
breadwinner of the family. 

This ultimately drives Frank to go get a job (while trying to not lose himself in the process) and say: I 
understand I need to grow up, so Toni can remain a child. 

• How do they manage to be more understanding of each other? 

• What is the quote about that gives the film its name? And what is it about? 
 
 

Toni: Dreams Are Like Wild Tigers, the closer you get to them, the bigger they get! 
Ranji: So you think it’s normal to be afraid? 
Toni: I believe so, yes! 

 
 

GENERAL QUESTIONS ABOUT THE FILM 
 

The term „Culture-Clash-Comedy“, what does it mean? 
 

• How are the two countries presented cinematically? 

• What colours set the tone in their portrayal? 

• How do the costumes support the characters? 

• How is Ranjis outfit changing during the film? 

• What colour is connected to Toni? 

• There are several dreamy sequences in the film. Which come to mind? How are they 
orchestrated? 

• What graphic sign is popping up in different sence? 

- A: a rectangle – maybe a symbol for the love of filmmaking? Like on analog film material or 
Storyboards. 

• Did you notice anything about the sound? 

• How are the dance sequences interwoven with the plot? 

• How do you feel about dancing and singing in movies? Does it affect how a story can be told? If 
yes, how so? 

• Did you pay attention to the lyrics of the songs? What themes did you notice especially? 
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• What animation techniques were employed during Ranji’s video shoot? 

- Methods of animated film (stop-motion, down/upsizing) are mixed with real film, an example 
of which can be seen as Ranji dances against a backdrop of projected imagery. 

• Have you ever made a video with your cellphone (including editing, staging, etc.)? 

• Do you want to? 
 
 
 
 
 

Toni (Annlis Krischke) and Ranji (Shan Robitzky) producing a video for the casting of Amir Roshans (Terence Lewis) film. 
© 2021 Wild Bunch Germany / NFP neue film produktion 
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DIRECTOR 
 
 

Lars Montag is a German film and theatre director. After directing several television films and plays, he 
won the Best Director award at the 2018 Romy Award with his feature Einsamkeit und Sex und Mitleid 
(Sex, Pity and Loneliness). In 2020 his Netflix series How to Sell Drugs Online (Fast) also won awards. His 
latest film Dreams Are Like Wild Tigers (Träume sind wie wilde Tiger) is acclaimed at many festivals for 
being the best youth film. On 3 April 2022 Lars was elected to the board of the German Film Academy. 

 
 

Director's statement 
 
 

“The dream theme is especially relevant for young people at the moment. 
No matter what you're good at, if you go on the Internet, you'll 
immediately find lots of people who can do it even better than you. It's 
very hard to believe in yourself, to believe in your talent. But the bottom 
line is that you have no choice. 
It's my job to believe in my dream - nobody does that for me, no matter 
how improbable the dream may be. (...) But one must not give up! 
The title of our film also appears in the screenplay: "Dreams Are Like Wild 
Tigers" Toni says to Ranji at one point in the film. Dreams are powerful, 
but also shy. And when you have tracked them down and come close to 
them, you also have to tame them. 
So it's not so easy with dreams. It's all in the story. (...) Dreams Are Like 
Wild Tigers is emotional, entertaining and makes you insanely love to live. 

It is exactly this desire for life that I want to convey with this family entertainment film, across all ages. The film is 
imbued with a zest for life. From old and young.” 
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Thanks to Dina Yanni for the permission to use and translate parts of her Perspectives on Racism in film, 
for the Austrian Film Institute, and thanks to Wild Bunch Germany GmbH for permission to use the press 
kit. 

 
 

The Young Audience Award is a formal category of the European Film Awards and is part of the 
European Film Club and you can find out more at: www.europeanfilmclub.org 

 
 
 
 

Antonia Prochaska 
Media Educator / Austrian Film Academy 
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